More than just photography, Heirloom PhotoArt ®
…for generations of enjoyment!
www.PhotoRepair.biz

Photo Restoration Prices
Photo restoration pricing includes (as needed): digital conversion; color & contrast correction;
cropping; one Heirloom PhotoArt® print of 8x10 or smaller of each image and optional ordering website.

Standard Duplication*: $60-80 per photo
The photo has minimal wear, fading or discoloration. The majority of the image is intact and visible without stains, or
missing image areas. The photo only needs a few repairs (limited to the edges outside of the main subject area).
Background replacement falls into this category.
Minor Repairs: $100-140 per photo
The photo has moderate wear and damage. The majority of the image is visible but may have obstructions from stains &
folds with minimal missing image areas. Most all image areas are visible. Adding color to an image or adding ‘art effects’
would fall into this category.
Major Overhaul: $160-220 per photo
The photo has major damage and missing image areas. Only some of the image is visible and may have missing
information which will be reconstructed. Based on 1-3 people per photo (+$20 for each additional person).

Additional Prints (ordered within 30-days)
4 x6=$5, 5 x7 =$10, 8 x10 =$20, 12 x18 =$24, 16 x20 =$36, 18 x24 =$48, 20 x24 =$54
24 x30 =$80, 24 x36 =$96. Mounting +$6 per square foot.

Options
Digital web files
35 /ea.
Additional Photoshop editing
60 /hr.
Background removal
30 /per image
Rush service
+50%
Reframing or repair of existing frame by quote.
* From any media, any size: prints, artwork, negatives or slides. Quantity discounts available.
Typical turn-around time: 2 weeks. Heirloom PhotoArt® has been tested to resist fading for 200-300 years.
Your original never leaves our office and will be returned unchanged.
Gift Certificates Available ~ Sales Tax Additional

When Quality Matters, Demand On ly The Best!
We will see your project through to the end with guaranteed results!

Learn more here: www.HeirloomPhotoArt.com
san marco
1124 riviera street
jacksonville, fl 32207
904.398.7668
www.DanHarrisPhoto.art

